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ture as to make of it, at every step, a New Being.   Eeal know-
ledge or the growth, of wisdom in man is an eternal becoming—a pro-
gressive transformation into the likeness of the Supernal Goodness
and. tlie Supreme Power. And, when the cognition is complete, the
subject and, object must become identical. The Self of the knowing
agent and the Self in Nature would fully recognise each. other, so to
speak, and become One. What began, on the lower plane, with.
tlie synthesis of Self and Nature, which must co-operate to constitute
Knowledge1 would, in such a case, on the highest plane of thought,
end in Unity or Identity; the dualism of the Knower and the Known
here would vanish ; and in. such. a case, says the Advaitin, self-realisa-
tion would ensue.2
There would be no removal, in. such a case, strictly speaking, of
one of the terms which might be, according to European thinkers,
the destruction of ec the whole datum of knowledge 3?; for, ex Jiy-
pothesi, man has here transcended the world of sense-experience,
where alone the relations of externality and time conceptions reign
supreme. Neither the ego nor the non-ego would be destroyed in
this conception; but the two would coalesce, so to speak, like the
two reflections of the Sun (in a sextant) at its meridian. Here Intel-
ligence would directly know itself to the fullest extent and true Eeality
would thus be reached. 3
"Every form of Knowledge" (says a writer in. the Hibbert Journal)
e{ is different from every other in the degree of identification of the
object in itself with the object for consciousness, and, the only resting
place for knowledge is where the agreement becomes absolute. Now, if
knowledge deals solely with. the Self which knows, it is entirely self-
constitu.ted,  self-determined,  self-contained. To be completely
self-sufficient, however, is precisely what is meant by being
Absolute. Absolute Knowledge is the presence to consciousness of its
own Self—Thought."
1 Of. Flint's "Agnosticism," pp. 341-2. its conception of itself. And those two
2 Or, as the anonymous author of P^1161 conceptions, meeting at last
the ( Creed of Buddha ? puts it ^"Its ' at mfin^y/ will become one," p. 270.
[the Soul's] conception, of Nature, freed   8 Of. t Aristotle/ Watson, p. 378.
from the limits which the popular en-   4 Vol. I, pp. 609-10. The italics are
tenon of existence imposed upon it, will ^ author's                 ^^a <*i.o
be raised to an infinite power. So will

